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(Mitchell, 2006)

Reading inverted text
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Kolers (1975, 1976)
College students read 160 pages of inverted text. 
1st page: took ~15 min to read (cf. 1.4 min for a page of 
normally-oriented text).
160th page: took 1.7 min to read. 

13-15 months later, the same subjects given inverted text 
to read again. 
1st page: took ~4 min to read
(Noticeable savings of the skill acquired over a year ago)
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Reading inverted text
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checkerspyramidskunksurgery



Word fragment 
identification

_p_d_r ragtyde

_h_ck_r_ urgesyr

s__tu_a whsado

_yr_mi_

_ku_k
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Anagram solution Implicit memory – the type of memory 
demonstrated through indirect tests, in which 
memory is expressed without reference to a prior 
learning episode.
Priming – a change (often a facilitation) in task 
performance as a result of prior experience 
(relative to a baseline performance measure); the 
measure of implicit memory in most laboratory 
tasks.
Explicit memory – the type of memory expressed 
(on direct tests) with awareness of a prior learning 
episode; involves an intentional attempt to retrieve.
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EXPLICIT MEMORY: Intentional Retrieval

Tested by direct measures of memory: recall 
and recognition.

IMPLICIT MEMORY: Incidental Retrieval

Effects of past experience on current behaviour 
without any intention to retrieve from memory.

Tested by indirect measures of memory: 
priming
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Explicit Memory Tests

Subjects are asked to intentionally recollect 
prior experiences. E.g.,

– Free recall
– Cued recall
– Recognition
– Serial recall
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PERCEPTUAL IMPLICIT MEMORY TESTS
Word fragment identification
Picture fragment identification
Anagram solution
Word stem completion (ele______)
Word identification (from a very brief presentation)

Most of the attention in implicit memory research has focused 
on perceptual implicit memory tests.
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CONCEPTUAL IMPLICIT MEMORY TESTS
General knowledge questions

What is the name of an airplane without an engine?

Category exemplar generation
Say the first 10 animals that come to mind.

WHY IS IMPLICIT MEMORY INTERESTING?

2 reasons…
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Around 1970, amnesia was explained well by two-
store models of memory

Brain damage seemed to cause a lack of transfer 
from short-term to long-term store.
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But this story was complicated by the introduction 
of implicit memory tests

4 patients with amnesia; 8 control subjects
Stimuli: 24 5-letter words, presented 3 x

4 types of tests:
– Free recall
– Free choice recognition (i.e., Yes/No or Old/New)
– Word fragment identification (slightly different from the version we talked about earlier)

– Word stem completion
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(Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1970)CHA__

CAB__

MET__



17(Warrington & Weiskrantz, 1970)

“DISSOCIATION”
(A kind of interaction.)
Test 1: A > B
Test 2: B > A (or A = B)

There was a dissociation between implicit and explicit 
memory: amnesic patients performed worse than control 
subjects on explicit memory tests, but had intact 
performance on implicit memory tests.
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*The only difference between the “cued recall” and “completion” tests was 
that in the former, subjects were asked to use the first 3-letters as a cue to 
help them recall words from the study list, whereas in the latter, they were 
simply asked to write down “the first word that comes to mind.”



More about amnesia next Thursday. 

For now… people with amnesia can benefit 
from prior experiences; they exhibit intact 
implicit memory.
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WHY IS IMPLICIT MEMORY INTERESTING?

2 reasons:
– Amnesic patients show normal implicit memory
– Within normal subjects, the patterns of results (for 

implicit memory tests) are often different from those 
seen in explicit memory.      Another dissociation!
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No forgetting over a week for a perceptual implicit memory test.

Examples of word 
fragments used:

a_ _a_ _in

c_ _ ar_t

_ys_ _ry

_e_d_l_m

_h_o_em

(Tulving, Schacter, Stark, 1982)
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LEVELS OF PROCESSING: NO EFFECT 
ON PERCEPTUAL PRIMING
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Type of test

New items (~0.65)

Orienting 
task:

Priming

(Jacoby & Dallas, 1981)

Word presented very 
briefly (~35ms); 
subject has to try to 
identify it

GENERATION EFFECT

26(Jacoby, 1983)

REVERSE GENERATION EFFECT ON AN 
IMPLICIT MEMORY TEST
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Reversal of the Picture Superiority Effect in 
an Implicit Memory Test
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(Weldon & Roediger, 1987)



Reinstantiation of the Picture Superiority Effect 
in a Different Implicit Memory Test

29(Weldon & Roediger, 1987)

Unlike perceptual implicit memory tests, 
conceptual implicit tests show many of the same 
patterns as explicit tests:

– Generation effect

– Levels of processing effect
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Theoretical explanations of implicit 
memory

i) Memory systems

ii) Transfer 
appropriate 
processing
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MEMORY SYSTEMS VIEW OF 
IMPLICIT MEMORY

Implicit/explicit memory can be explained by 2 
separate systems—one underlying implicit 
memory, one underlying explicit memory

Consistent with findings from amnesic patients.

But dissociations are easy to obtain from different 
tasks/tests… many more systems proposed… 
unparsimonious.
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TRANSFER APPROPRIATE PROCESSING 
(AS APPLIED TO IMPLICIT MEMORY)

1. Performance on memory tests benefit to the extent that 
the cognitive operations involved at test recapitulate or 
overlap those engaged during initial learning.

2. Implicit memory tests usually require different mental 
processes from explicit tests, and consequently benefit 
from different types of processing during study/learning.
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TAP VIEW OF IMPLICIT MEMORY

Different tests call upon different processing 
requirements.

Dissociations between implicit and explicit memory 
tests are viewed as special cases of TAP.

Most explicit tests call upon conceptual 
processing; implicit tests such as word fragment 
identification & word stem completion call upon 
perceptual processing.

Parsimonious. Accounts for most of the data in 
normal subjects. 

Doesn’t account too well for findings in amnesia.
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Any questions?

… if not, then it’s time for Exam 1
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